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Abstract
Product delivery management is the process of collaborating, planning, designing, development and maintenance
of the product along with its testing and deployment in various environments. Traditional methods proved
inadequate to handle the customer expectations on the deliverable product which transforms along with rapid
change in technology. In recent years, DevOps and Agile are considered as a buzz word for Product delivery
management as they emphasize on collaboration with customers and frequent delivery. However, we often noticed
that the industry follows either DevOps for fully automated continuous integration and deployment pipeline to
enable frequent releases or Agile to rapidly adapt to the changing requirements, better customer collaboration and
cooperation with different teams. In this paper Product Delivery Management is explained with an analytical case
study which proves how the product delivery can be enhanced both in time and quality when followed DevOps
for continuous deployment and agile methodologies for rapid adaptation and collaboration to meet the industry
needs.
In manufacturing domain, most of the scrum based development projects have an operational dependency which
usually delays the delivery of the product in a stipulated time. It is considered normal till now but with the faster
changing industry needs we are in a position to bridge this gap. This case study has a detailed analysis of faster
product delivery by bridging the gap between development and operations using DevOps policies and customer
and DevOps team using Agile policies. Product delivery index is measured between a DevOps team and a pure
development team for a product with operational dependencies using Scrum, XP and Lean methodology. Faster
operational resolution is achieved with advanced tracking of blockers, risk and dependencies. This analysis will
answer the question can DevOps fused with Agile to give a better and faster product delivery.
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